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16 Extending BRIM to BMA:Social
Monitoring and Integrated Sustainability
Assessment
Marina Fischer-Kowalski,Karlheinz Erb and Simron J.Singh,Department of
Social Ecology,Faculty of Interdisciplinary Studies,University of Klagenfurt,
Vienna,Austria

INTRODUCTION
In 2003,the Austrian Man and the Biosphere (MAB)committee had decided to devote at least
part of its research funds to the development of biosphere reserve integrated monitoring
(BRIM),
in support ofthe international MAB agenda in general and Austrian biosphere reserves
in particular.W e were given the task to build on UNESCO-MAB’Sso-calledRome Report (Lass
and Reusswig,2002),give it a somewhat narrower focus and make it operational for an Austrian
research plan.
In approaching this brief,we had to take into account several features of the Austrian MAB
research landscape.First, MAB research funds come from the federal government,and are allocated to ‘research’,whle management and routine monitoring in biosphere reserves are financed
by the states. It is therefore importantto draw a clear distinction between research and the development of tools on the one hand, and monitoring and management support on the other.
Second, the Austrkan MAB committee had made it quite clear that it wanted to fund research
that would be directly related to,and in support of,attaining the goals of biosphere reserves
(BRs),as distinguished from simply using these reserves as research sites. While the use of BRs
as research sites is to be encouraged,funding for this should come from other sources.Third,
MAB research funds have so far been almost exclusively spent on the natural sciences.While there
is an openness to and friendly welcome for the social scienceswhere their research questions link
closely to ecological sustainability issues, there is neither a tradition nor a surplus of funds to
finance a full-scalesocial science programme.W e therefore believed that,unless the social science
agenda were specified in a very focused way, integrated monitoring across the ‘greatdivide’ of
natural and social sciences would remain in the realm ofwishful thinking.
Our goal was not to give answers to research questions;rather it was to develop a conceptual
scheme that would allow us to specifqrreasonable areas, and reasonable questions,to guide future
research and cumulatively contribute to the development ofa coherentmonitoring and assessment
tool for biosphere reserves into a ‘scienceplan’.
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TH E I NTER-RE LATlO N S BETWEEN M 0N IT0R I N G , SUSTA I NAB I L ITY
ASSESSMENT A N D MANAGEMENT
T h e point ofdeparture for oiir considerationsis the vision spelled out in the Seville Strategy (1995).
Biosphere reserves are thus poised to take on a nelv role.Not only will they be H means for
the people who live and work within and around them to attain a balaiiced relationshp uith
the ndtural world; they \vi11 also contribute to the needs ofsociety as a whole by showing the
w a y to a more sustLiiiiablehture. Ttlis is the heart ofthe vision for biosphere reserves in the
turnty- first e ntury.

If ths is to be ;I valid vision for biosphere reserves, scientific monitoring aid research must be
organized so as to support it. This is a far more complex task thm monitoring various features
of the state of the environment alone. ,4m u c h greater range of \wiables - in both the natural
and the social sphere, and their interactions - have to be taken into account. It is also more complex with regard to the processes that monitoring and research have to support: the relevant
processes include not just a diagnosis of the situation and the prospects of future development,
but also the specifiing of shared goals and targets, the identification of adequate mancigenient
responses, a i d the development of communications that will be triistecl by insiders and outsiders
concerned with science arid biosphere reserves. All this complexity n.~s fully represented in the
R o m e BRIM Report (LASS and Reusswig, 2002)and visualized in Figure 16.1.
But does the design shown here fully serve its purpose? T h e niajor distinction d r m m in Figure
Figure 16.1
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16.1 is between ‘observation’and ‘monitoring’.While observation produces data, monitoring
starts with indicators and - after a detour across sustainable management,goals and targets,and
instrumentsand measures - also produces indicators.Thisis not filly satisfactory:is it not clear how
data become indicators,nor is there a feedback loop from management to the natural and social
realities that are the basis ofobservation.Moreover,there is an unusual stretchmg ofthe notion of
‘monitoring’to encompass also goal setting and management.W e suggest returning to a more
common use of language,and accordingly modi@ Figure 16.1by separating ‘observation and
monitoring’on the one hand, from ‘sustainability assessment and management’ on the other
(Figure 16.2).
The main output fi-om‘observationand monitoring’would be indicators(not‘data’,as above),
fi-omboth the natural and the social sphere (formore detail see below). These indicatorswould be
subject to scientific analysis.Scientific analysis,in contrastto monitoring,could be defined as nonroutine scientific efforts to answer specific research questions.W e feel there is no way inwhich indicators,without further analysis,could directly provide answers to complex questions or inform
management decisions.W e rather believe that such an analysis has to take place (performed by
scientists from outside or by the management itself), and its resultsw
ill have to be evaluated by the
biosphere reserve management in the light ofpolicy goals and targets.Ths evaluation leads to the
consideration of various potential interventions (including a happy no-need-to-do-anything
option),and it should be communicated to stakeholders to guide their opinions and reactions.
Figure 16.2
From observation and
monitoring to
sustainability
assessment and
management

Observation
and monitoring
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In complex cases, where there would be major threats or conflicts ofinterest,formal decision
support tools could be applied, either qualitative ones (such as mediation processes, participative
organizational development) or modeling-based qumtitative tools (such as multi-agentmodeling,
or multi-criteriaanalysis). Whether or not such tools are applied,the ;issessment\vould lead to decisions resulting in management interventions that alter s o m e features of the ‘real world’ m d are
reflected again in observations and monitoring. So for the box ‘sustainability assessment and
mancigement’ (right pxt of Figure 16.2)the input would be analysed indicator data and certain
goals and txgets. The oatput would be management decisions md practicd interventions in the
natural or social sphere in or outside biosphere reserves, but relevlintto them.
This somewhut modified overall design (Figure 16.2)makes it clearer uhere scientific
resexch and analysis as differentiated from (routinized)observation and monitoring - comes
into the picture, and which role it has to fulfil. ’The main tasks of scientific research and analysis
can be specified as follo\vs:
~

Indicatordcvclopmmt. T h e clevelopmetitofa scheme ofindicators,including operational guidelines for an observation and monitoring methodology For the natural sphere,various conveiitions have been established already; but there still remains the task of defining a core set of
indicators. ‘This is not only ~i question of theory and methods, but also entails organizing a
c o m m o n international process across biosphere reserves to generate agreement and compliance.
The problem of securing the necessary soiirces of funding will still have to be faced. These
chdlenges are interconnected:the more theoretically well-founded,consistent and agreed-upon
the core set ofindicators is, the more easily hitiding agencies ciin be persuaded to support such
a scheme.For \\porkon the socid sphere, the path to improvement is even longer.W e will c o m e
back to this in the next section.
Data andyis mid twzlzuztioiz.In order to find out whether ;I biosphere reserve develops according to its set of goals, the indicators resulting from observation md monitoring have to be
annlysecl periodically.111m a n y cases, this cxi be done by the biosphere reserve management itself,
although for specific research questions support kom outside scientists to analyse the &ita will
sometimes be required.This an,d!isis should feed into :in evaluation ofthe situation in relation to
the goals and targets set, help to keep stakeholders informed nnd interested, and guide the
creation ofan ‘optionspxe’ for potcntial mamgenient interventions.At the same time,ofcoiirse,
access to readily arailnble data cnn allow scientists to pursue their oum research goals, using
biosphere reserves as convenient sites. Even if such research n w e unrelated to managemrnt
problems, it \\w~ld
ndd to the reputition and institutional status ofbiosphere reserves.
Scizutzjic dccisi(~~
support. In complex situations, where critical developments, conflicts of
interests, changing resources or nc\v opportunities play a major role, scientific consultancy
can assist management by means of a wide variety of decision support tools. Some of these
;ire ‘soft tools’ developed withn management science and organizational consulting, and
s o m e are ‘harder tools’ (in terms of quantification and modeling). In response to the challenges of sustainability management, this toolbox keeps expanding tonwds various forms of
stakeholder involvement and participatory arrangements. Since biosphere reserve managers
tend to have limited resources and administrative power, management skills, including the
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ability to organize stakeholder support,will be crucial for attaining the goals laid down.In
the thrd section of this article we will outline some approaches to increasing stakeholder
awareness and involvement.

MONITORING THE ‘SOCIALSPHERE’
In our suggestions for the development ofsocial monitoring,our point ofdeparture is again the
UNESCO-MAB Rome Report,which stated:

It is necessary to establish a search process for an integrative framework for both natural and
social monitoring that is open aiid flexible enough to adopt new theoretical and empirical
evidence.[The] guiding principle should be the search for major human-nature interactions in biosphere reserves and the hypotheses that social and natural sciences have with
regard to them.

As we have tried to explain above,the ‘socialsphere’plays a major role on both sides ofFigure
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16.2.Equally,social science has two points of entry:one in the realm of (routinized)observation and monitoring, and the other in the realm of sustainability assessment, stakeholder
involvement and management decisions.What we w
ill focus on now is the question of which
aspects ofthe social sphere should be included in regular observationand monitoring,in order
to generate (quantitative)indicators that have a direct bearing on the sustainability ofthe biosphere reserve. In the next section we will discuss further aspects of the social sphere in the
light of their relevance for managerial decision-making.
In our view, it is most important to concentrate observation and monitoring efforts on those
elements ofthe social sphere that have a direct causal impact on the biosphere ecosystem.Such an
impact can only be attributed to activities that intervene biophysically in the ecosystem.Ecosystems
are not directly sensitive to values,attitudes,communication and money flows;they can only be
directly modified by material impacts.From a methodological point ofview,there is the advantage
that social activities with direct material impact upon the ecosystem can be readily and unambiguously observed and qL1antified.l Still,we are talhng about ‘socialactivities’, which map not only
have a material impact, but also a social meaning through the actors, intentions aiid interests
governing them.The very same social activity looks different fi-omthe perspective ofthe ecosystem
and from the perspective of the social system,as we try to visualize in Figure 16.3.
Figure 16.3distinguishes a natural sphere and a social sphere,which are not mutually exclusive but overlap.Ifwe thnk ofa farm,for example,it is at the same time part ofthe natural sphere
(in the sense that many ofits processes are guided by natural laws) and ofthe social sphere (in the
sense that many of its processes are guided by communication,culture,money and so on). The
same applies to biosphere reserve ecosystems:they are always part ofthe natural sphere,but some
aspects of them are also governed by the social sphere (such as, for example,roads and pathwiays
that are continuously maintained). Conversely,the social system(s) in the biosphere reserve are
always part of the social sphere,but some aspects of them are also governed bj7 natural processes
(as are human bodies,or farms).2
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Figure 16.3

Natural sphere

Social sphere

A simple model for the
interaction of social and
natural systems

M a n y of the interactions between the social system(s) and the ecosystem(s) of the biosphere
reserve \ve can now conceptualize as an eschange process. Iftlie social system waits to make use of
the BR ecosystem, this is typically reflected in J social activity that the social system views as an
investment or cost (such ;IS ploughing the soil,driving or w&ng
into the RR, setting up :I tourist
y
activity c m be considered
information stand); from the perspective ofthe ecosystem,tlis \ ~ r same
an enrironniental pressure (such ;IS soil exposure, scaling of the surbce, emissions). T h e goal of
these social ;icti\,ities,fi-omthe perspective ofthe actors in the social system, is some kind ofbenefit:
a harvest, a benutifid viem o r an income fi-omthe sde of souveiurs. This benefit m a y be achieved
bec~useecosystems,by their \ w y fiuictioning,provide certain ‘services’(such as soil fertility,beautifiil Imdscapes or slopes for sluing). W
hat w e propose is to focus observation and monitoring on
exactly these use-related interactions between the social and the natural systems in biosphere
reserves. Thus,i: core monitoring scheme should be developed that continuously reb.
Tisters:
zist’s (such x
i habitation, agriculture,forestry, tourism) and ~ ~ (both
r sfi-ominside and fi-om
outside the territory of the BR),both q~ditativelym d quantitatively
pmszirt’s (types, ;~ndtheir qnantities) and cost~~/iiirst~ie~it.~
(types, and quantity in terms of
money \ d u e and possibly h u m a n time investment)
Dcmjits (types, and their quantities in m o n e y v~lue,and/or user satisfaction) and ecogrtcm

scriiiccs.

As w e have argued above, w e feel the core set of indicators to be monitored in BRs should be
directly causally related to their key niandates (conservation and developnicnt), and provide ~i~ef~il
inforniation for managing their sustaiinbility.W e claim thdt the above obeys these criteria. Conservation and development can be, or even tend to be, conflicting goals: conservation depends on
restricting uses, while development depends on allowing and even supporting iiscs of BRs. T h e
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i n t e r d srmnimabiliq ofBRs depends on resolving such conflicts,or at least keeping them at bay.
Sustainability from the perspective ofthe social systems and actors can be secured ifthey feel their
costs/investments are balanced by benefits. If this is not the case, then actors will try to make a
change,and ths may well be at the expense ofconservation goals.For example,iffarmers feel that
in the BR they have to work harder for less income than elsewhere without any beneficial return,
or ifmanufacturers and retailers feel their investmentin tourism is wasted,or iftourists feel the trip
w a s not worth the effort,then the maintenance ofthe BRwill be threatened.Equally,if uses exert
pressures upon the ecosystems that put the conservation mandate at stake and substantially reduce
ecosystem services, then ecological sustainability is failing.
If we put our proposal into the scheme of Figure 16.2,social sphere-monitoringwould be
confined to an ‘interactionsphere’-monitoring,relating to users/uses, pressures/services and

costs/benefits. All these could be reliably monitored on an annual basis, with an acceptable degree
of reliability and comparability and at reasonable cost.While, compared to the original list of
potential social indicatorsin the Rome Report,ja large number of interesting variables has disappeared,the remaining core can be clearly justified theoretically as causally relevant for the ability
ofa biosphere reserve to monitor its balance ofthe key mandates conservation and development.

TAKING ACCOUNT OF SOCIAL PROCESSES IN SUSTAINABILITY
ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF BIOSPHERE RESERVES
In the scheme shownin Figure 16.2,the sustainability assessmentand management cycle startswith
input fi-omthe analysis of indicator (and possibly other) data,nhch are evaluated in the light of
policy goals and target^.^ Thisevaluation,unless everyhng is absolutely perfect and in an optimal
state ofaffairs,results in the definition of a problem and,thanks to the previous analysis,hopefully
some causal explanations for this problem. So a classical problem-solvingcycle, well known from
standard management literature,is started. The stages of such a cycle are commonly described in
the following way:

1. Defining the problem (and its likely causes).
2. Generating options and scenarios for problem solutions.
3. Selecting a preferred solution.
4. Implementing the selected solution.
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For each of these stages there are a number of tools that can be of help, and for each of
these stages social science (and consulting)support may be usefully employed.What perhaps
distinguishes sustainability assessment and management from more standard managerial
practice is the fact that neither management itself,nor the goals it uses for its guidance,can
rely on a prearranged,strong,administrative power (backed by ownership,well-established
hierarchies and capital,or alternately by elections and a constitution).Most of the processes
are subject to negotiation, and have to be strengthened by charisma, networking and
alliance^.^ This is also in accordance with the philosophy of sustainability management:
unless people really participate in creating a more sustainable future,it just will not happen.
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But in biosphere reserves as anj~vhereelse iii society there are interest groups of u n e q u d
standing, and the stronger parties can push decision processes very m u c h in their direction.
There is little to be d o n e about this escept to create a m a x i m u m of transparency for the
\\.-hole decision process. Decision-support tools m a y provide exactly this.
The social sciences can mainly contribate slulls in ~inderstinclingstakeholders.Ths knokvledge
often does not c o m e in the form of quantitative data, but rather is a case for qualitative data and
their systematic analysis. For Austrian biosphere reserves,the stakeholder matris shown in Figure
16.4proved L I S ~ ~ TL h~ e. matrix classifies stakeholdersinto three types:users,scientists and decisionmakers. Each of these types of stakeholder c m be characterized by (a) a specific interaction with
the BR ecosystem, (b) a certain interest and preference structure, and (c) certain resources and
competencies.6 In the cells of this matris, w e have entered geiierd hypotheses ofwhat \ve suppose
the respective features to be.
In our discussion of monitoring,~ v ehave already elaborated upon the users of BRs and
suggested monitoring their interactions \vith the R R ecosystem (shaded fields in Figure
16.4),because, as \ve noted, they ;ire vital for the internal sustainability of the BR.As h r as
their interests and preference structures are concerned, w e chnracterizc t h e m by ;i desire to
hat^ i: good balance of costs/investnients and benefits. Users will be happy, so w e hypothesize, if they get a reasonable return on their investment.W h a t they have invested, . i d lvhat
kind and ;unouiitof return they expect, depends on the type o f use they make: a h r m e r and
a tourist will h,ive very different perspectives. Users are important ;is stakeholders bec:iuse
of their resoul-ces and competencies. Typically, they ha17e a certain a m o u n t of control over
the BR ecosystem. ‘lhey m a y own part of the land, have rights to r o a m over various areas,
inhabit J house there, be entitled to fishing or logging or have a license for a souvenir business. Besides their ability to control certain aspects of the BR reserve, they are - like all social
actors - able to communicate. ‘I’hcy m a y for esainple have ‘indigenous knowledge’ a n d
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communicate it to the BR management; they can communicate their (dis)satisfaction with
the BR to anybody willing to listen,and under certain circumstances (for example, if they
are on site) they can organize to defend their interests or possibly to fight other user interests. For BR management,it is vital to have an eye on the major user groups and know about
their economic and mental state.
Scientists,the second major stakeholder group in Figure 16.4,
sometimesinteract biophysically
with the BRecosystem iftheirresearch task requiresthem to (bymarking animalsor collecting plants,
for example), but usually their material contact remains peripheral.Their interests and preference
structure are directed at doing research and gaining knowledge,and thls often entails a lively interest in the conservation of their research object.They bring in competenciesin the form of expert
knowledge,and usually some fiinds for doing their research.’Their major resource,though,consists
in their capacity to communicate within a potentially large,international scientific community that
often also has access to the public media.So scientists,even ifthey may sometimesnot provide much
help to the mailagerial process of practical problem solving,are invaluable as communicators,and
often also as organizers ofpublic support.
Decision-makers,finally,do not usually interact directly with the BR ecosystem at all, but
they provide the major framework conditions - legally and economically - for its existence.
Their interests and preference structures are determined by certain policy goals associated
with their particular role. These goals will vary depending on whether they are publicly
responsible for,say, a region’s tourism or for its nature conservation;for the country’srelations with international bodies like UNESCO, for science and research, or for finances.
Whichever decision-makingbody they belong to,even across the governmental/non-governmental divide, they also strive for a certain public acceptance and popularity (at least within
their clientele). Decision-makerscontrol legal and financial resources.They determine the
legal status of the BR system,financing modalities, the employment of staff,the substance of
and inclusion of the BR into general development plans (orits exclusion from them). Beyond
their capacity to actually make decisions,they are very important communicators within the
network of public policy (at various levels), and with the public media. So these stakeholders,
even when they hardly ever come into direct contact with BR ecosystems,are crucial for the
‘externalsustainability’,the ability of the BR to survive.*
For the management,it is very useful to draw a ‘stakeholdermind may’for their BR and keep
it up to date.The kind of data outlined in Figure 16.4would be very hard to formalize quantitatively (and probably not worth the effort), but can quite easily be collected as qualitative data,
updated by occasional interviewsor notes from observations.Whenever a more substantialproblem arises, it makes sense to invite stakeholders to participate in a second stage of the process:
generating options and scenarios for problem solutions. Such an invitation demonstrates to
stakeholders that they are taken seriously,and it shows the management and the stakeholders
themselves that different groups have very different ideas and that malung choices among them
is not trivial. How participatory the next stages (selectingan option and implementing it) should
and can become is easier to decide on the basis of the experiences with the second stage of the
process.At this point,one may also consider experimentingwith more formalized decision support tools and calling in social scientists for assistance.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
During the preparation phiise of the report to the Austrian MAB National Committee,
M.Fischer-I<owdski \vas invited to present her considerations o n social monitoring to the
GLOCHAMORE Workshop of the Mountain Reserves Initiative in Viennx She gratefully
accepted this opportunity to expose a preliminary version of her ideas to comments and criticism
fi-omniembers of tlie international scientific community gathered at this workshop, and their
reactions were indeed encouraging for the Austrian concept.
In a next step,the concept \vasdiscussed mith representativesfi-omdl Austrian biosphere reserves;
qiin,the reaction from the practitioners tras encouraging. In June 2004,the BR Neusiedlersee
hosted an interncitionalworkshop in Illmitz,endorsed by UNESCO,to which the Austrian project
team hacl iiwitcd the authors ofthe 2001 R o m e BRIM Report and a few dozen further experts on
biosphere reserve monitoring to hear their opinion on the Austrian A M science plan in preparation.
Ihe presentations ~vere\veil received,and severi1working groups discussed in detail how they would
advise the National Committee to proceed.While m a n y considered the proposal as an important step
towards putting the R o m e BRIM report into practid operition,others ~verea h i d that some ofthe
bro~idnessin approaching the social dimensions could get lost. The ensuing debate centred around
stratem: would the likelihoori of pr‘icticd social monitoring and the application of social science
research in BRs be enhanced hy iiarrorver, more focused gnidelines,or is broad range ofdeliberation necessary to motivate research? This issue could not finally be resolved, but all participants
strongly welcomed the followinggeneral principles for tiitare Austrian hlAB research:

r

1

1. Iritfi,~isci~lircnritv
across the ‘greatdivide’ of naturil and social sciences.All research questions
should entail a focus on the interaction ofnatural and socio-economicprocesses.
2. ~i.nii.~clisci~liiinri~~
(‘mode2 research’). M A B research should take stakeholders perspectives
seriously and communicate its rcse‘irch results to them. Stakeholders should h‘ive a fir
chance to injoke research to help in solving their problems.
3. Iiittwintioiinl oricritntion. Austrian M A B research should be embedded into international
comparative and or
research efforts, and use at least part of its resources for interiiationall~~
cooperative projects.

NOTES
1. For a coniprrlicnsivc description of the hIEFA ajqxuich, h r ex.iniple, sre Habed et al. (2004).
2. W c h.ivr rxpl~iineilthis cpistemologic.il niociel and tlie nssociated idea of social systems being 'hybrids'ofthe natural
.incl the cultur.il sphere in niore detail in Fischer-Kon.alsliand Weisz (1999).
3. l‘his list included: ‘basic deniogmpliics a n d well-heing of people’, ‘ecosystem use’, ‘sucio-economic~iyn~~niisni’,
‘nimagenient,p.irticip.ition and governance’, ‘valuesand attitudes’, ‘infi)rmation, education and rescarch’ .ind the
‘fiiture seen through tlie eyes of experts and inhabit.ints’ (Lassand Reusswig:,2002,p. 10).
4. W e h,we not dealt here with the process of generating policy goals and txgets. One could ofcourse malte the model
for sustainability assessment inorc complex by introducing f e e d h d c loops to goals snd targets. O n e should not view
that too mechanically: whenever <I gap h e m e e n reality ancl gmls/targets is identifed, there is the option to modify
targets in order to comply with reality: targets m a y appear as uiirealistic or rven undesirable in the light o f n m e x p rirnces. So ‘evaluation’,in conip:iring goals and realitirs, dways deals Lvith both sides .is candidates fiw change
through innnagciiicnt decisions and interventions.
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5. See,for exaniple,the new book by Berkhout et al. (2003):Ncgotiatin&q eni7ironmental chanjt-.
6. This classification follows a classical ‘actors’paradigm’and specifies those characteristics that usually also enter single
and multi-agentmodeling.At the same time, it can be linked into a social systems perspective (by focusing on the
respective contexts in which those actors are performing).
7. This can be a very touchy subject.On the one hand,such research hnds help to deal with questions that otherwise,
for lack of resources,could not be tackled.O n the other hand,scientists often need all their research money for
themselves and request support from practitioners for free. In many cases hoth sides are legally obliged to handle
the situation in a particular way that does not seem fair to soiiie of the parties involved.For smooth collaboration
between science and on-sitestaff it is very important to clarif) roles and quantities of time and money flows in
advance.
8. In social systems theory terms, one might look upon decision-nyakersas the crucial social environmentfor the B R
system.
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